
INTRODUCING OUR OWN NEW

LCL SERVICE FROM
BANGLADESH

A unique offer on the market

Shipments go from Bangladesh to the Czech Republic without

any manipulation

Collection container unloads at our warehouse

Shorter transit time

Better rates

Flexibility - possibility to "switch" to air freight

Proactive communication with the shipper 

Quality facilities at the port

Professional agent services in Bangladesh

HOW DOES IT
WORK?
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IMPORT COLLECTION CONTAINER FROM THE
PORTCHITTAGONG

Also

Continuous check of the readiness of goods

Quality control of goods

SBC (single buyer consolidation) 

Bonded warehouse at the port

Arrangement of contacts to selected production plants

Assisting in negotiations with potential suppliers, consulting

activities in Bangladesh



+420 721 110 110 sales@wakestone.cz www.wakestone.cz

Our partner actively communicates not only with us, but also
with shippers and shippers. It is able to ensure the control of
the goods and, if necessary, suspend the shipment or change
the shipping parameter (change the method of transport if part
of the goods does not correspond to the agreed parameters,
e.g. LCL instead of FCL - after approval by the consignee). We
carry out consolidations if the importer has multiple suppliers
(single buyer consolidation). We have space in the state
bonded warehouse and are able to arrange contacts to
selected manufacturing plants according to the importer's
needs. We can also assist with networking, negotiations and
can also provide any consultation on local conditions or
legislation in Bangladesh.

We have space in a state bonded warehouse and are able to
arrange contacts to selected manufacturing plants according to
the importer's needs.

We can also assist with networking, negotiations and can also
provide any consultations regarding local conditions or
legislation in Bangladesh.
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